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Prevents Breakage, Noise, and Theft
Custom Sized, Laser Cut Steel
Covers and Complete Drain Installs
Standard Manhole and Drain Covers
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Drain Repair or Replacement

Worn drains and grates requiring constant
service and posing a constant hazard.

Complete replacement of the drain trough or
just the drain cover.

Trough drains are especially prone to wear
and damage as they constantly have vehicles
driving over them. They break down in stages
staring with the grates, then the grating seats,
and finally the trough itself.
Our custom continuous drain grate covers
can repair the first 2 stages of beakdown.
Continuous grates are built as one single
piece of laser cut steel and anchored securely
in place over the drain trough.
The advantage of a continuous grate is
prevention of theft, noise and breakage.
They also protect the trough drain below and
prevent it from further damage. It performs
especially well in high traffic areas or areas
where heavy delivery trucks frequently
crossover the drain.
For cleaning the drain, a flush mounted
access cover is installed in one end which
allows you to easily flush the drain out.
If your entire trough drain needs replacing,
we can excavate the old drain and install a
new one complete with concrete foundation
and the necessary plumbing tie-in.

Laser Cut Precision

Custom Grates & Drain Covers

Custom Fabrication Work

And innovative designs proven to work and
stand up against heavy use.

Replacing the irreplaceable. If you need a
drain cover that is no longer made, call us.

Sometimes, older or obscurely sourced drain
covers can not be replaced. This is especially
true for odd sized or shaped drain covers.
We can replace your missing or damaged
covers with new ones custom fabricated in
steel or stainless steel.
If you need standard types of commercial
and municipal grade manhole and drain
covers for your parking lot or property, we will
replace those for you quickly.
As with trough drains, we do complete repair
of all types of damaged drain systems.

